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An. sna].ysLs is presented to cenT.are longitudinal
stsb._.iity and control closract_srlstics obtained with a
co_v@mtioi_l fixed-st_bLlizer, an sdjust_b!e-s.t_bilizer,
end _I_ all-movable horizonts_l tail. The tell-area
requirements, ccntro! forces requ.tr-_d in the critlcsl
lan.]Lng condition, stetic margin, control-force gradients
in a dive recovery, s.nd elevator-free st_.ozlity are
investigated. The s_lysis i:acludes a comparison for
th_ various b_i!s of bhe effect of a p&_.r,ti_.l-wing stall
on the comi.rol-force gradient in s di,,;erecovery, The
efCoct of em increase in the ta_il as_ect ratio is also
investigated.
The results of _he mnalysis indicated that, witl_
reg_r@ be requirements for ]om_itudimsl static stabill, ty
e_nd adequate control in icn_ing, the all-_,.ovaole and
adjustsble-stabilizer tails cam provide, with considerably
s_sller tail sre_s, the same r_ge of permissible center-
of-gravity positions as the conventionel fixed-stabilizer
t ai 1,
The com.osrison of the lomgitudir.al control character-
].stics om the be:.s_s of _ sy, ecI.f_ed _n_,:e of pe_rm_.ssib2e
center-of-gravity positions indicated that the adjustable-
stabilizer tail allows cc.r,sid_r__,bl_ .:r_ll._ control
baio,._e for the rsbe of ch_,n_ of hi_:,g¢-mo_..ent coeffieis'._t
,_,'itheiev_.tor defleci.ion '-_-_. _,:_n ti_e fi_ed-s_rb_lizer tsii,
ql]
_.ne corn-carlson clso indicated theft t.he increase in control-
force gradient as s result of a Larbial-wing stall .i.r.a
dive r-_covery will be sismificr_-tly smslier with the sll-
_cv_.£__ and _djust_bie-stabilizcr -bails than. wlth the
co_ver.tio_]sl _/xed-st_._lizer ts..]2
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The present tr._nd toward higher speeds and greater
size of slr_l._ies is increasing the " -_
_ _ uem,mn{_: on the hori
zo;._t;alb,o.-,!-_¢ith regm_,d to ob_aimi;ig adequate longitudinal
combrc! ,, -_
,an_,e_ so:_e import_nt flighr_ conditions. In i-ar-
tlc,_.!_, the use fla;2 devices that give increasingly
large i_cre_ents in lift in o::,der to m._intaim reasonable
]._,,qdim_ speeds __sy _dd _ppreci_.bly to _ - "-
..... u_l_ di_-i_g m.o_.ients
w?:Licl-_mist be bPlsneed out by the longitudinal control
in the thi"ee-oo _n_,_-±"_,n_,ding attitude. /_ _,nalysis of a
typical fightei- airpleno (reference i) sho_,,_sthat a
fixec_ _'_-_b _liser hori ' _ _zo_._,l taJ! of conventiom,_l size
would provide markedly inadequet.e lor_git_din-_l control
in l_sndinF:j with s full-spen slotted or Fov:!er flap, The
res_.its of refereuce I sl,ow th_-_t with s. slotted fl_p, _he
s.irD!sne v.,o_Id require e.z_increase iz_ tail vol_ie of
56 _.ercent in order to per.mi_ s canter-of-gravity tr_vel
of 6,5 oercant of the.mean a.sroc]ylu_miic chord _a_d t.i_..t_
tm_._ 5o-psrc.snt increase in _ii voium_e would per:ait a
_-._T_-c-oi-mr,_vmt7 tY'ev_l of only 2 I =oercent with a
Fo_v].er ,"'.\._p.Furbher, rofer.eY_ce 2 has sho_ that in the
cg.se ot hzeh-ope6d orl!-outs a isrr,,_-divine :.-_omentmay
occur sss res_It of a pamtial-v,.'tng stall caused by
critlcm! comoress;b.ii._.ty ef_._cts and the inadequa.sy of
the nom:_s..l el,_,,otor for couaq_eractimg t=_is_-diving mc,.m_nt
is r_s,>onsible _n m_i_y cases for tlie _x_J--_-,_edifrlcu!ty_
recently experienced in recoveries from hlg.;.i-s_,eed dives.
A c"_m_T-onmethod of obtaining greatei" lor_gitudinal
control ilss been to incre_se the ilnrizontsl-t.ail vellums
by incroes_g the %ai! ares. it i_s evident, however,
that as comoared be the conventional moz_izontsi tail
hav._ng a fixe<_ stak.i!iz{-_r, the _djustable stsbilizer and
ali-mova_'le control <:err.lit an incre,_:_se in tl_e tail
effoctiv_i_ess. The adjustsble-stabi!izer and _ll-movable
"_ ' _I_ ,-Ita...s r,herefore _....o_._1,_ provide s s_ecified degree of
longitudinal control wizh a smslie! _ _re_:_ th_n that required
-,,ai_tha f_xed-stsbi].izer tsii. A co_-,.os=rison of the differ-
ent typos of horizontal tPil on the basis of specified
sbability end comt;_o! rcquire, ments _,_'ouldserve th,_refore
' t]ie _to .,.nd_cate ,. , comparativ,_ merit_ of these tails in
ragard to obtaining improvements in horizont__i-taii
de sice,
Results mrs presented of eu _elyszs in which the
c_m_eno_on_l fix_d-stabi!izer, the adjustable-stabilizer,
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_r_d the all-movable i_orlzonta.l tails are compared on the
b e.s[_'.of t _ I- ar.ea re _+-"_+_,-, _-_
_. q_1 ....++en+_s and _irpl_ne static longi-
tud.l_al st,_bilit,r and con_rol characteristics The _aly-
sis is _._a._lefoi_ these tail configurations on a modern
_l_hter sirp!_ne. The dat_, for the horizontal tails are
presented, however, for a wide range of st++_blllty and
control requirements, so that the results of the present
investigation can be applied to a nu_ber of airplane
t_ipes. The analysis of the horizon-tai tails includes a
comoarison of the longitudinal control characteristics
for f!i[_ht conditions in which the w_ng is partially
stalled. _h_ effect of an _nc_e.?_se in the tail aspect
__atio on tn_ static longitudinal stabilit F and control
cha_L-,_+ct,_istlcs__ _ is also considered.
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_cg
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meen aerodynamic chor.d of wing, feet
t_.li len_zth _,_.._'._.... _s._ from qu_e.rt_r-chord _oint
of mean aerod,jnamic clnord of _-ing to quc.rt_r-
chord ooint of fail, fraction of cw(see fig. i)
distar_ce measured from quarter-chord point of
"+e_,,_ ,_erodyn_mic cl,.ord of wins in original•
position to neutral point, fraction of Cw_
positive when neutral point is behind quarter-
chord po_.nt (see fig. I)
dist_nce measured from qu._rter-chord point of
mean _rod._m_c chord of wing in _r_iginal
position to cer_ter of gravity of airplane,
fraction of Cw; posi.tive when center of
gravit.v is behind quarter-chord point (see
fig. i)
distance cei_t.er of gr_+v__t, is moved, frsctlon
of cw; positive when moved back, primed to
indicate theft wins is moved simultaneously
sis.tic msrgln with elevator fiCed (dJ.stence
m_asurod from sirp].ane center of gravity to
neutr___l polnt), fractior_ of Cw; positive
wh_+n neutral ooint is behind center of
_ov_ty (see fig. i)
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distance measured from aerodynamic center of
ail-mov_ble tail to pivot of main s_irface,
feet; positive when _Ivot is behind aero-
_,.....-_c center
distance wing is moved, fraction of Cw;
positiv3 when wing is moved back, primed to
indicate that center of gravity is moved
simuit she ous ly
ch_nge in meutr.a!-point position due to change
in horizontal-tail area, fraction of cw
change in neutrsl-point position due to freeing
the elevator control, fraction of cw
ch_nge Jn neutral-point pos:[tion that results
from partial-wing stall, fraction of cw
rearward movement of aorodyn_:mlc center of wing
tnst results frcm a parti_..l-_..ng st_ll,
fr_ction of cw
chcrd, feet
root-me_-square tail chord, feet
root-me_n-squsre elevator chord, feet
span (of wing unless otherwise indicated), feet
area (of wing unless other'.vise indicated),
square feet
change _n _a=.]. _rea _b required with r:odified
tail to maintain spccified static margin
_spect ratio
tazer 1-.stio of tail
weight of air,_l_n_,._..
weight of horizontel tail per unit area, pounds
Dor square foot
total weight of wing, pounds
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q
a
d£
d_
air density, slugs per cubic foot
e!evstor ges.r!ng retie, radians oar ,foot stick
travel
dyr.,s_ic pressure, ocu_]ds pe._ squ_re foot
angle of attack of airplane measured as angle
between the thrust axis and wind direction
at infinity, degrees; pri_ed to indicate
that _ is corrected for ground interference
effects
ahgular- deflection of control s'u_'__,.ce,degrees
_ srmsximu_m ang_l deflection of stabilizer
meas:med with reference to thrust _xis,
degrees
maximum negt_tive: _m_gu!_r deflection of elevator,
degrees
dovaqwesh eng!e a_ teii_ degrades; primed to indicate
that ¢ is corrected for grotu-_d inter-
ference effects
oievs.tor-effectiveness pars:meter equs! to the
change in angle of attack of the tail
required to give the sa_ne total lift over
th,-3 tail as that contributed by l° of
elevator deflection
sloce of lift-coefficient cun_ve per degree,
(for a!rpls_._ unless indicated otherwise);
prlmea to i_dicate :oersmeter is corrected
for ground effects
rate of change of downwash angle at tail with
angle of attack of wing
rate of change of downwash _m-_gle at tail with
angle of attack of wing after beginning of
wing sts.ll
rate of change of angle of attack at section
of the tail with tab deflection for
constant lift ah section
C0_ IDENT IAL
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CL t
CL t i
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Cm
Cm6 e
Cma t
Ch
H
Ch6 e
Cha t
dCm I
do.
rate of change of oitching-moment coefficient
of teii _,bout quarter-chord point of tail
with elevator deflection for constant llft
over tail
r_e of _ _ ..c_._oe of oitching-moment coefficient
about quarter-chord point of section of
t.il with tab dez_ectzon for constant lift
at section
lift coefficient of tail
msximum negative lift coefficient of tail that
can be obtained in the three-point attitude
with ground-effect corrections
maxim_m_ lift coefficient of wing with flans
fully deflected
section l:<It coe_fl_ient cf tail
pitching-moment coefficient about center of
/M\
gravity of airpl_e --4--"1
 ic!oc v/
pitching momen_ about center of _r _--°,,_ ]ty of
a]._.,..la no, foot -pou_,ds
rate of ch_ge of Cm with 5e
rate of' change of _'_;;I_.J._,l'.,_t
i \
C7 ¢v_bor :qi.:_7ge-::7omen:_ coe__,._-"-;,.c1._n",+ / H i
\<i'0 _ be /
elevator hirge mc¢_ent, foot-pounds
rst_ of ci_;_ngs of Cn with 6 e
rot _, of C.'l_,kr::_(e of" Ch wi bh at
contr°t,t, tton to Cm per mlit change in a of
c,ombin_:i efg<_,cts of eli factors other than
wing and tail
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Subscriots
t
e
st
combined co_tr'butions to Cm of factors other
th_n those reor_sented._ by term Ci_nax;Cg
s_l@ tai]
contribution to Cm of Zhe tail pitching
moment shout tail ..... t,_. chord _oo_nt thet
results from the maxim_m_ nagative elevator
deflection
contribution to Cm per unit change in 6e
of tho tail p!tcmlng moment _bout tail
quarter-chord _:.o._n.t
' t.._m_ne co_<,tributlon of tabfactor usod to de =- '-
to tail lift
facbor used to determin_ total pitching-moment
contribution of tab abo_t quorter-chord
ooint of t._il
chanpe in elevator control fo±_ce per unit change
in nor_el accelsr._<tion_ pounds oar g
eccelerstion oe_ _._rsvity, .52.2 feet per se_ond._
_or s e OOF.d
control force raou[red to land at minimum __sne_d
_-vzby in most forwsr_':iS.th center of gr " '°
oos!tion, Oobr, ds
ch_n ....in Fn that resul_ _' from psrti_l-wing
s_aii, _ounds per g
consts_nts used to determino
constant used to det,_rmine
F n
A;° st' a._zqs
tail
el_vator
occurs after w-[ng begins to s bail
/'I _"_ ll_-_ _i_r _l'l-
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W
ft
wing
tab for all-movable tail
I:_THOD OF ANALYSIS
Bssls for Comparison
The flxed-stabilizer, adjustable-stabilizer, and
all-movable horizontal t_ils on a modern fighter airplane
are compared in the present analysis. Because the present
trend in tail design is toward higher aspec_ rstlos,
aspect ratios of 4J24 _d 5.82 were treated for the fixed-
stabilizer tail in order to give data showing the effects
of increases in asoect ratio. The _,reas required for the
three types of tail hsving equal aspect ratios (5.82)
were compared for sn equal range of permissible center-
of-gravity position. With the respective areas deter-
mined in this m_nner, the thr_e types of tail were also
come, areal on the ba_'_ of the following, factors:
(I) The effect on the static m_gin of the airplane
of replacing the fixed-stabilizer tall with other t_il
desig._s
(2) The control-bsl_nce required to obtain a
soecified control-force gr_.dient and v_ristion of control-
force gradient wlth center-of-gravity position
(3) The effect on stetic ]ongitudin_l stability of
freeing the elevator control
(4) The m_ximum control forces In a three-point
l_nding at minimum speed
(5) The effect of a p__rti_l-wing sc_,l! on the
control-force gredient in e. dive recovery
Data for Calculations
The basic data, which are repr_sentativo of data for
e modern fighter airplane, that were used in calculating
tho stability and control characteristics of the selecbed
airplane are shown in t_b!e I.
C0}_ID_TTI AL
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The basic design _ ........ and aerodynamic narsreters for
the horizontal tails are given in table II. The calcu-
lations for t11e t_lo were made for a plan forum having
an aspect rstio of 5.82 and a tsper ratio of 2.16, which
_ eocorreseonds to the wing plan form of the _irpl_n The
calculetions for the fixed-stabilizer tail ware also made
for a plan form having an aspect ratio of 4.2]_ _nd a taper
ratio of 1.71 , which corresoonds to the plan form of the
original tail of the subject airplane.
The stabilizer setting, the ratio of elevator chord
to t_ll chord, _nd 6_ for the fixed-stabilizer
_ITiaX
tail were assumed to bs the same as for the original
horizontal tail on the subject airpl_ne. For the
adjustab!e-st_bilizer tail, _he maximum snguisr travel
of the stabilizer was limited by the condition that, with
the wing flsns fully deflected at 120 perce_ut of the
mini_,um_ speed, the negative _gle of attack of the tail
was about 2.5° below its negative stalling m_le_,_.. It was
further specified that with the stabilizer fully deflected,
the sirp!ane could be tri_.ed st all times in a normal
_--_ - _ j use of the elevator In order for1.n_..in_ n_neuver b _
the t_ll to operat_ within the linear range of the
elevEtor effectiveness, the values for the r_tio of the
elevator chord to t_il chord and for 6emax were ass_ned
to be smaller for the adjustable-stabilizer t_il th_n
for the fixed-stabilizer tail - that is, de/C t w,_s
reduced from 0._2 to 0.20 and 6emax was reduced
from -25 ° to -15 ° . These assumptions were based on the
data of figure 3 of reference 3 and were necessary because
of the large increase in the negative incidence of the
tail when the stabilizer is fully deflected.
The all-movable horizontal tail considered in the
present _nalysis is similar to the all-movable ver,tical
tail surface reported in references 4 and 5. For this
type of tell, the pivot is locateJ at the aerodyns_:_.ic
center of the ts.il or _t some point behind it and a tab,
linked to the main surface, moves in the same dir-_ction
as and in a 'oredetermined ratio to the _nain surface.
The proportions of the tab and th_ tab-linkage
ratio Of JOe were so de ter-,._ined that tl_e control-force
characteristics for the all-movable horizontal tail, when
used on the subject airplane, would be comparable to
those obtained with the oth,_ _ tyoos of horizontal tail.
The maximum negative deflection of the all-movable tail
C ONF IDENT IAL
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'¢J_s so determined that the negative stalling _gle for
the tail could be obtained in a tD_ee-point landing st
m_nii_ speed. In contr_st _ith the allowance of 2.5 °
_ss_ed in the case of the adjustable-stabilizer tail,
which was set for the approach condition, no al!owm_ce
was assmmed for the sll-mov_ble tail In the lancing
condition because the edjustab!e-stabilizer tail was
believed to be generally more difficult to unstall than
the eil-movsble tail. The effect of other considerations
theft may limit the maximum angular travel of the sta-
bilizer _nd of the all-movable control is discussed
h,_rein in the section entitled "Results and Discusslon."
_he values for the aerodynamic p_rmmeters at _nd
used in the calc_lations for the horizontal ta_is were
b_sed on the data of reference 3. In the case of an
s!l-.movable t_il with a t_b,
_'6_t_ 5ft
T = 1 - 0.1J @6ft/c_t6e
where J is _ function of the spen and location of the
tab end of the tail teoer ratio. Values for J wore
obtaln_d from figure 2 of r_ferencs 6. The factor 0.I
reorcsents th_ slope for thG s_oction lift curve oar
degree.
Procedure for C_Iculations
The symbols that refer to the position of the various
points along the longitudinal axis of the sir_lene are
identifi_d in figure i. The quarter-chord point of the
mean aerodynamic wing chord of the subject airpl_ns is
taken ss the reference chord, m0d distances along the
longitudin_l ax_s are measured in fractions of the mean
aerody_amic chord of the wing.
The r_nge of the permissible center-of-gravity
positions was limited in the rearward direction by the
elevstor-fixed neutral point _s determined for the
cruising condition and in the forwsr_ direction by the
requirement for adequate control in a three-point
l_n_in_ st minimum speed.
CONFID_i_AL
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_dThe most re_rw_.z oositi_n for the center of =_,_ev
or the neutral " _ for _ conclt2on withpe_n_ tc_ cruising _" "
elevator fixed was determjned f_-om the equstion
6 %)" )dCml atqtSt - _ (It - lo
awZo + da - qS - 0 (i)
where _o corresponds to the li_iting resrwzrd position
for the center of' grL_vity. The psxjr,meter do/de in
equitation (I) w_s ev_iusted as 0.% iron the date of
reference 7. The term dCml,/d_ . iu equetJon (i)
'-_ - " of fa_{,o,_
r3presents the combined COD u_t,u.tioL- to Cm
other th_n the winq _nd t_i]_ such as power _nd fuseisge
effects, Th_s term was evsluc,,tcd b_7 m_ans of unpublished
fl.i.ght-tost data for the subject _irplane from whicl_ the
posltion of the n_utr_.l no_._o for the cruising condilion
with elevstor fixed w_s obtained. The solution of
equation (I) with the v_lue of _o cbte:ined from the
/fligbt-t,_st dat_; then determines the vsl_@ for dun! d_.
Th@ _erm @.Cm dc_ w,"s _]n._s e\,_.12__.d _s 0.01 _d w__s
assumed in the comm2t_:tions to be independent of the
center-of-crsvity oosiBion. %The differences in the
effect, of power at cruising speed for the vsrious tails
......o neglected, so -Bh_t the __or da was
.... _ __ sm-_ and type of hori8ss_ed to be _ndep_c_ of the °_.
zontal tsi _
--' •
The most e ...... o_,_ conter-of-v_avity position for a
thPee-point landing _t m!.nim_,_ speed wss celcu!eted from
the for:_mAl}
qtStCLt ' (_t-. _cg)
- . + ' =0 {2)
CImax_Cg + &Cm2 qS cmt
where _cg corresoonds to ti_e limiting forwsrd center-
of-grevity position. In ecuaticm (2), the term ACre2
refers to the lending coudition and represents the
combined cor_tribution to Cm of factors other then the
tail and the factor CLmax_c_. The term w,_s evsluated
by meens of unou_lished flight-test d_ta for tn, subject
airpisne f-_ ..... _,.sible center-...... :__ per_L
of-gravity _osition in l_n_]ing was obteined. The
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solution of equetlon (2) with the value of _cg obtained
from the flight-test data then detsr__ines the value
for ACre2. The term hCm2 thus obtained was evaluated
_s -0.(963. This value of ACre2 was _ss_ed to be
independent of the size and type oF tail and also of the
center-of-gravity position. The factor CLt' in
equation (2) is the maxim'_m negative tail lift coef-
ficient that c_n be obtained in the three-polnt-lsnding
attitude end w_s determined from the equation
CLt' = at'(at'- c' + itmax + T6emax) (3)
wh3re at,, at', end _, are the values for these
pararaeters in the l_nding at minimum speed with ground-
effoct cor_ections applied in accordance with the method
of reference 8. The term Cmt' in equation (2) is the
contribution to Cm of tZ_e tail pitching moment about
the tail quarter-chord point that results from the maxi-
m_ negative elevator deflection in the lending condition,
end / 6cmt \ _ --
_ 6_-----e_/cL°Gmaxqtct2bt
I --_
Cmt qS cw
The effect on the static m_4n x of the alrplsne
of t_eplacing the fixed-stabillzer horizontal t_il with
otn_._ tsi] "_gns having different _ _ -__ a_ ,_il _r_s w_s d_ter-
.mined on the basis of tha neutral-point oositions, which
were obt_ined from equation (1) for a large range of
values of St/S. The means considered for m_intalning a
given static m_rgln with a modified tail of diCferent
sro_ included _n _ppropriate shift of the center of
gravity aT,cg or sn _,ppro_risto shift of the wing a_ w.
The value of a_cg is equ_l to the shift of' the neutral-
point position essoci_ted with the use of the modified
tsi! minus th$ shift in the center-of-gravity pcsitien
th_:t _esulbs from the change in the tail weight. In the
comi_ut_tions for AZw, the quarter-cLord point of the
tsi! _{__s assigned to be moved an equal distance in the
sm_e direction _s the wing so th;_t the tail length Bt
is m_changed. If the effect on the airplane center of
C0_ _IDEN •I_l,
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gravity of the v,,inZ and t_il weights are J.ncluded, the
formulas for AZ,cg and &_w become
w t
A_cg - Alo " -w-_t _St (4)
-A_o " _t ASt
'_ _w = ww wt ( 5 )
! - _- - _TSt
v;;.__e,ethe tel! weight oer unit are_ w t was t_ken ss
2.1 po_ads per square foot, m_d Ww was taken ss
2560 pounds. The term AS t represents the change in
required St due to the tail modification, as determined
by equations (i) and (2) on the basis of the original
range of permissible center-of-gravity positions.
If the static margin of the airplane wlth the modified
tail is maintained constant by moving the center-of-gravity
and wing positions simultaneously, equations (4) and (5)
can be written
a_cg, = A_o -0.132 a_ + A_ w,(0,68 - 0.0554S_). (6)
where the primes for A_cg and A_ w indicate that the
center-of-gravity end wing positlons ,were moved
simulfi m]eous ly.
The change in control-florce gradient in steady
turning flight was obtained from the formula
where
/
Fn (Ch eB+ ch qt eo 2= _a_ j - be (7)
• )Wx 28.6 _" (_t - _o + xPo_matCw
z_- - (8)
qS Cm6 e qt Cra6e
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_nd
D _
• - d  8.6pgow(,- + x)de/ t
+ (9)
Sqa qt
In equstions (7) to (9),
-qtStTat(_t - _o + x) dcmt
Cm6 e qS + d6e (i0)
where dc1_t/dGe., is the contribution to Cm ,oer unit
change in 5e snd results from the tsil pitching mo_eL%t
ebout i_s own quarter-chord oo._nt. This ter_u usually
contributes _ smell amo_m_t to the value of Cm6 e. In the
c_se of the sl!-movsble tail
/6c m _ 6f_ _
E ' --_ --oe_qtct2be
dolt = \,_of,_]Cr_t (11)
d6e qSc w
where E, is a function of the span _nd location of the
tab _nci of the tail taper ratio. Velues for E' _._e
given in figure 7 of reference 6. In eqllation (S),
-qt$t_t(_t " _o '+ X)
Croat qS ( 12 )
Values for C:.aSe, Chct' snd St thst were used
to determine Fn are d_.scussed In the present paper in
the section entitled "Longit_dinal Control Charactoristics."
The effect on the ststic loDgitudinal stability of
freeing the e!evstor control ",v_sobtained from the
formula ( d)CmoeCi_at ,i -
A_°F = aChse (I_)
where A_OF is the shift in the noutra!-point position
that results from freeing the elevator control. In
C0]'_ID_ TI AL
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equation (13) A_of is assumed to be negligible in com-
,2erison with the bez'm _t - 7'o + x. The expression
d_<\
-Cha t - da/l
Ch6e
in equation (13) represents the change in floating angle
of the elevator per unit change in a.
The control force for the im_ding cop,dition at the
minimum speed with the center of gravity in the most
fozu,_ard posit_.cn .,v_s obte_ned from the _or;uui_
FL : _ h6 e emax + Cho,t max,j qtXeCe be (14)
where at , is the geometric angle of a,'t_-;l<of the tail
that corresponds to the minimum isndi__,o._.,_:;.._,:,"_...corrected
for ground _f_ ..... -_• _ _ measured with th_ _,;_c].L'_zer in the
S ° -_ "_.noutral _:,o IU;._
The eff,;cts of a psrti._!-wing stall on the control-
force _dient in _ dive recovery for the tn.ree horizontal
tsi!s were co?'.p:,r,i_lby considering the ch_:-.i]l<._sdue to the
stall in the t_osil;ion of the centor of pres'.±'.ureof the
wing lift, in th.3 slope of the lift curve of the wing,
_.nd in the dov__wssh angle st the tail. in this comparison
the effect of the wing stall on factors other than the
wing and tei! were neglected.
The ch- _3:,__,,ein the control-force gradient due to the
_ oo,_..In_d by meansosrtis_l stall in _.dive recovery ...._ "_"
of the formula
,
WctK<r,.i," _. i '-, "o, s ,- .... ,_, ! "'"-'" 7_-,
('_Fn) st = ................ " ......................... ' ............ -"
Sq 1
L '" L
,-m59 I
i
:ich.7
(15)
where ast is the slope of' the lift-coefficient curve
for the sirp!ane durin_ the wfng stall and
COfIFID <_Z_I AL
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Sst = awst + qS
Also (A_o)st is the shift in the neatra!-ooint position
due to the wing _,L,_,_-'-oll and, from equation (1),
de S_Ad
E_ - + _' st K_t da/
s _ (15)
(  o)st=
' ---SWst + K_ - tc-_]S 1 + K - d_)
wh er e
m
The qusntit_t!ve results presented in the comperison
of the effect of the wing stall on the control-force
gr_dient in a dive recovery were obtained for s partial-
wing st_il for which it was assumed, for convenience,
thet
(d_] _ awst dc
_Tt'_/s t _w d_
and
: _. 8%5/ Y
On the b_sis of these assumptions, equst_ons (15) end (16)
boccme, respectively,
WqtKe_e2beqS i A Z'° ') C
st h@_ / i lh C ]
(AFn) st = Cmso
P _
(a_o) st
i aWst d.! awst ¢i awst_
(17)
Klt<l- d_/)
awst + K -
aw _w
(18)
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RESULTS _D DISCUSSION
Range of Permissible Center-of-Gravity Positions
The rearward and forward boundaries for the permiss-
ible range of center-of-gravity positions for the fixed-
stabilizer, adjustable-stabilizer_ and all-movable
horizontal tails are shown in figure 2. The results are
shown for values of St/S ranging to 0.30. The limiting
rearward center-of-gravity position in figure 2 is deter-
mined by the requirement for static longitudinal stsb-
i!ity in the cruising condition with elevator fixed.
This bo_ndary was obtained by solving equation (i) for _o
with specified values of St/S. It will be noted from
equation (i) that the parameters which affect this
boundary generally do not change with the type of hori-
zontal tail. This boundary will be affected, however,
by s change in the tail aspect ratio because the term at
in equation (i) is s fu_iction of the tail aspect ratio.
St
Figure 2 indicates that for -- = 0.175 , which correspondsS
to the horizontal-tail area of the subject airplane, sn
increase in the tail aspect ratio from 4.24 to 5.82
incrc_sos the static m_rgin by 0.026c w.
The forward boundary for the permissible range of
center-of-_ravity position given in figure 2 is determined
by the requirement for adequate control in the critical
l_nding condition. This boundary "_ras obtained by solving
equation (2) for _cg for specified v_lues of St/S.
Figure 2 shows that the boundary for adequate control in
the critical landing condition will be shifted considerably
forward by replacing the fixed-stabilizer tail with either
the adjustable-stabi]izer or the all-movable tail. For
St
-- = 0.155, the forward boundaries for the adjustable-
S
stabilizer and all-movable tails are 0.18c w and 0.21Cw,
respectively, ahead of th._t for the fixed-stabilizer
tail (A t = 5.82). Figure 2 shows that in the case of
the fixed-stabilizer tail, the effect of aspect ratio on
the forward center-of-gravity boundary is smsll.
The large forward extension of the range of permiss-
ible center-of-gravity positions_ which results from the
use of the adjustable-stabilizer and all-movable tails, is
CO!_._!osL_T IAL
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caused by the large Incr_se in CLtt that can be
obtained with these types of horizontal tail as compared
with the fixed-stabilizer tail. The calculated value
for CLt' for the fixed-stsbi!izer tail was -0.029 ss
compared with -1.05 and -1.25 for the 8djustable-stabilizer
end a] !-movable tails, respecfi_vely. The nmr_erica!iy
larger value for CLt' obtained with the sdjustsble-
st,_bilizer tail is due to the influence of the term itmax
in equation (3), and for the all-movable tail, the
nlzmer_cally l,_arger value for CLt' is due to the term T
in equation (3). (See table !i.)
Th.3 results shown in figure 2 indicate that as
compared with the fixed-stsbii_zer tail of At = 5.82,
the adjustable-stabilizer _nd all-movable tails permit a
reduction _n horizontal-teil _re8 of about 40 percent for
8 given center-of-grevity range. In the case of the fixed-
stabilizer tail, the increase in aspect ratio from 4.2_
to 5.$2 permits a reduction in horizontal-tail area that
varies from about I0 to 12.5 p_rcent.
. JIn connection _'.ith the comp_.r_son shoran in figure 2,
it should be noted that the tail ares required to provide
adequate control in the critical Isndln_ condition will
de,,end to a significant extent on the conditions specified
in regard to i_miting the maximum _mgul,_r t_avel of the
various control surfaces. Thus, in the case of the
adjustable-stabilizer t.aii, the criterion for the maximum
s,.sb_lizer deflect!on is likely _o be based on the
_ 7_placarded sueed for the rp_one with fl_ps down.
In this connection, it is not.a in reference 9 theft
longitudinal instab_7_ity has occurred on several airplanes
at small wing s_g!es of attack wlth flaps down. This
instabm_!ty sopears to be caused by stalllng of the tall
surface @ue _o the comparatively large negative if%cidence
of the toil associated with a small wing angle of _..ttac_
and a l_rge do_w_sh angle with the flaps deflected. On
this basis, if the placarded speed is t_ken _.t a value
greater than 120 percent o_ the minimum speed, with
suitable allow_nce for limiting the so<_bml_zer deflection
to avert tail st_lling, the results indicated in figure 2
for the adjustable stabilizer v:ould be unduly optimistic.
Similarly, the results sho_n in figure 2 for th_ all-
movable tsil would be optimistic if the maximum control
d_flection wore so limited that the incidence of the tail
C O_F IDE_.iTI AL
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in th9 critical inndin S condif:ion is a few degrees below
the necati_e stalling _ng]e: FoP ¢xamt_le, the maximum
angular travel of the a!!-movable tail rM<ht be limited
by the condition that in s _ave-off, the sudden appli-
cation of power should r..ot incre_J.se the do-m-_w_sh to the
extent of stallius the t_il. On this b_sis, if it were
sToeclfiod for the all-movable tail that its m_.ximtml
incidence in the crlticsl t!_ree-point lending condiL!on
should not exceed e value of 2 ° below its n:_c_ativo
st_i]_ing sngie, ZhGn the bom:_.darF fcr _dequace control
in the landing condibion sho'Jm in figu_e 2 would be
shifted reerv;ard by a v.=lue of the Ord_:_]__ of 0.21c St
" St wS '
or _bout 0,032 _cv when ---S= O.15q_.
o _e t.tO
Figure 2 indic_.tes that a r,_duction in horizontsl-
t_il aree results _n a forward shift of the neutral point.
Consequently, in order to maintain _n equal static margin
in conj_inction with a reduced horizontoi-tsil eras, the
center of _ravitv should normrlly be moved ehe_d a
flistanco equr_i to the forw_-:rd shift of the neutr_! point.
In the _relir.zin_ry stages of design, the r,_quired center-
of-gravity shift mey be accor-plished by moving th_ engine
forv:srd. /_:__Itarnstive method for obtslninL_; an equal
static margin in conjunction with s r_ducbion in
horizomta!-tsil ares is to move the neutrel point back
by sn sppro:_riate rearward movement of the wing.
Figure 5 is g:ven fn order to indicete for the sir-
plene_ the movements of the conter-of-o _ ............_bY or w:i.ng
position that are required with the red_,_ctions in
horizon+al-teil sre_:: s,_scci,_,Jd w%th various bypas of
t_i]s in order to m_ntain a _necif_ ed static mergin.
The sr_as for th:_ modified t_":z]. designs ere b_,sed on the
condition thr-t they give s rrnge of permissible _r.te:
of-gre.vity positions equal to theft obtair, ed with the
fixed-stabilizer tail [A_ : 5.(%2_. The respective t_il
areas were obtained frSm_figure 2_ and _:re shov;n in
_.,_ure p(_). The r.ovemer_ts eL t[_e center-of-gravzty A_
or win__, position IB w required ,'_ith the fi:ced-stabitize_ 5
. : 4- . " _ _'' _ z_ _ v_bie tails
' _nd a_ wa_ • h .'¢_ in figure :,(b). The re_ults for ,AZeZ
indicated In fi¢'ure.... _,(b),, were,_ obteined by memus of
equetions (.!_) and (5)_ respectively. The shift of the
.,ui:. ii._,..._ : IAL
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neutral-point position A_ for use in equations (4)
O
end (5), _'hich results from the change in St/S associated
with the modified tail, wos determined from figure 2.
In figure 3(b) the values of A_cg and A_ w refer
to the case in which either the center-of-gravity or the
wing movement _s made independent of the other. The
required movements of the center-of-gravity and wing
positions for the case of a simultaneous movemGnt may be
obbained by me_s of the data of figure 3 on the b_sis of
equation (6).
Figure 4 shows a ol_n view of the subject _irplane
with a fixed-stabilizer tail sl_d with an all-movable
horizontal tail of reduced ares. ThG all-movable tail
wibh reduced _res provides the s_me range of permissible
canter-of-gravity oositions as the fixed-stabillzer tail,
and the resrward movement of the wing of 0.72 foot indi-
cated in figure 4, maintains the original static margin.
If the center of g_svity of the airplane with the all-
movable teil were moved forward 0.265 foot, the original
static margin could be maintained with a rearward move-
m_nt of the wing of 0.3_2 foot.
Longitudinal Control Characteristics
Wigh a given horizontal tsi], the control-force
characteristics rosy be v_ried over a wide rsnge by
adjusting the values for the hings-moment psrsmeters Ch6 e
m_d Cha t . The _resemt _nslysis of the control-force
character__sLics is given, however, in order to comoare
' _ _ Ch_ t which sresome typicsl values fo_ Ch5 _qde
required _vith the w_rlous horizontal tsiis to provide
comparable control-force chsracteristics with sn equ_l
permissible vsr]etion in the center-of-gravity poslt_on.
The anslysis also compares the effect of a partial-wing
stall on the control-force gradient in a dive recovery.
Th_ horizontsi tsiis are compared on the basis of
the original r_nge of _ermlssible center-of-gravity
pollutions of the subject eirplsne of 0. i03c w. The
respective areas for the fixed-stabilizer tsi!s (At = 4.24
m_d 5.82) and for the adjustable-stabilizer and all-
movabl_ t_ils are then 4!._, ._6.6, 22.6, and 20.8 squsr_
feot.
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The results of the calculations for the hinge-moment
_oar_met_rs Ch6e arid Chat, sa_d for Fn, 0.01 6Fn/6X ,
A_OF, and FL are given in table III. The data for Fn
and 0.01 6Fn/6X were obtained by use cf equations (7)
to (9) for a static m_rgin x equal to C.05c w and for
m_ _..ititude-_ of 3000 feet. The rs_u].ts in ta:.!eb Iii sre
given for the fixed-stabiliz,_i_,r t_il (At = _.;_I_.) for values
of Ch6e and Chat thet wore d .....• z_-:,rmin_a o_ hbe basis of
.,. . 2:....r ultsunoublished _lighb tes bs of the air_isne '"_ es
are also presented for _:iI the tails on the b_sis of the
values of Ch6 e and Ch_ t required to provide s control-
force gradient Fn equ_l to 3.27 pounds per g and a
v:_lu._ of 0,0i OF x e2uEl to ,__5.o _,om_ds per a- per
• - <T_
percent change in x. The estima_ced control balance
required with the tails in order to obb<:j, the foregoing
values of Cho e and Chc t are _,Iso compared in bsble III.
The control-balance requiremonts for the flxed-stabilizer
and edjust_b!o-stab!iiz_-r tsi!_, ware estim_ted on the
basis of the typical hinge-moment data given in figure 2
of r_fe_ence _; __ .... ' _ _ _"
_n=_e_:_ the o lemc._ requirements for the
all-movable tell were obt__Ined by use of the formulas
given in the _,Dpendix of the oresent report.
l_ ,_
_n,_, results giw_n in tab!_ II! Ind_-__.__._,,_that in
order to obtain values of Fn equal to 5.27 and values
of O.Ol 6Fn/6X equ_l to 0.52 with a static m-srgin
of O.05cw either of the fix<_d-stabi!izer tails would
require apcreciablo r_ducticns in the m_gnltudes of Ch6 e
and Cha t by use of b_l_nc_ng dGvices. These data also
_ndicato that if the; ssoect r=_O_ of the fixad-stabillzer
tail is Incre-_sed from ['.24 to 5.82, tho required control
bal_._ce for Ch6 e would b_ reduced by about 12 p_rcent.
.... _ "z'-_-_ tabl_ III shows thatFor the edjustsbl_-so_b_iz__ ts_ll,
in order to obtain the fo_e_ojoing v_lu_:s fo_ Fn
_nd 0.i0 6Fn/_X , a v_ry sm_!l de!_ree of balance would
be required to obtain the _ndicsted value for. Ch6e;
whereas appreciable bslence, would be required to obtain
C u_:,'.FID._N '__AL
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the value indicated for Cha t . For the all-movable tail,
the formulas given in the appendix of the present papGr
., sh.o;_n In ta_le I!i could
indicate that the volue *_or Ch6 e
be obtained b_f use of a tab, _._%_ch ccvers the middle part
of the t_il semispan, and has a linkage ratio 6ft/6 e
of 0.6, a chord equal to O.08Ce, and a seen of 0.25be;
whereas the tabulated value of Cha t of zero could be
obtained by i^_-__o_._e, the pivot of the m_in surface at its
aerod,Tnmulc center.
The data given in table III for the effect of freeing
the elevator control _OF and for the control forces
required in the critical landing condition F L were
obtain3d by use of equ_tlons (i3) _nd (14), rasp.actively.
The results indicate that the values of A_OF are small
for all the t_ils. The control forces required in the
critical lending condition arc approximately the same for
the fixed-stabilizer _nd the s!l-movable tails but are
lower for th_ sdjustsbl_-stsbi]izer tail.
Effect of P_:rtial-.,ving Stall on Control-Force Gradient
in _ Dive Recovery
Under certain f][ght conditions, such as in a high-
speed dlve recovery, the wing is apt to become partielly
str_lled and the lack of adequate controlisbility of the
resulting large diving moment may be very serious. A
considerstlon of factors associated with the wing stel!_
such as the reductions :_n the slope of the wing lift
c_rve -_.ndin the dove.wash _ngle .st the tsii, indicates
theft the diving moment that results from a wing stall
will be infl_enced to ._n important extent by the hori-
zontal t_Jil sre_. The diving moment contributed by the
horizontal tnil ess result of the wing s_sll is assumed
to increase directly as the product Cmat_ACts t + g_st )
where aCtst + _ _st is the increase in angle of stt_ck
at the t_il due to the wing stall. The derivative Cm_t_
however, nmnerically increases directly as the horizontal-
tail area; therefore for a given incr_sse in the _ngl_ of
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_tt_ck at the tail, the resuitino _ diving moment will
increase directly as the horizontal-tail erea. The
moment about the eirpl_ne center of gravity that results
from th$ reduction in the wing lift-curve slopG in the
st_!l is _Iso affected by the horizontal-tail _rea. In
e given _irpl_e, _n increase _n the horizontal-tail area
results in a rearward movement of the neutral point, and
for e soecified static margin this movement of the neutral
point in turn involves a corresponding rearwerd movement
of the center of gravity. For a specified static msrgin,
the relation between the positions of the wing end the
center of gravity is therefore such that the reduction
in the wing lift-curve slope associated with the stall
tends to reduce the stalling moment or to increase the
diving moment es the horizontsl-taii area is increased.
On the basis of the foregoing discussion, it appears
that in _ high-speed dive recovery in which the wing may
bscoma parti_!iy stalled, th_ smell horlzontal-teil areas
assocleted with th_ edjustable-stabllizer and all-movable
tails should, in general, signific#_ntly improve the
longitudinal control characteristics over those obtained
with the conventional fixed-stabilizer horizontal tail.
Figure 5 is presented in order to give a quantitative
comparison of the effect of a partial-wing stall on the
control-force gradient in _ dive recovery ss obteined
with the conventionsi fixed-stabilizer, _djustrbl_ -
stabilizer, and _ll-movable horizontal tails. The area
of each of the horizontal tsiis is given and is based on
s r_nge of permissible center-of ,_....._'_-<> ..j positions
of 0.I050 w as d,st_rmlned from figiLre 2 for the original
horizontel tail of the _irplsne.
Figure 5 pr_sents the results of the computations
for th_ increase in control-force gradient duo to a
partial-wing stsl! _n _ dive,pull-out m_de st constant
sooed. The results for (AFnlst in this figure were
calculated by means of equations (17) nod (18) rand are
sho_v_ for s range of values of awst/a w from 0.6 to 1.0.
These v_lues of aws___/aw may occur in the case of s high-
. se_z_ons near tl_e rootsoeed pull-out in which the thicker _-"
and those close to the wing-fuselage juncture tend to
stall due to criticel compressibility effects. These data
for (AFn)st for the tells are based on the same values
for Ch6 e mqd Ch_ t _hst are given in table llI.
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The results in figure 5 indicate that the wing stall
causes a greeter increase in the control-force gradient
with the fized-stabilizer tail than with the adjustable-
stabilizer _,nd _!l-movable tails. Thus for awst/a w
equal to 0.8, the v_lues for (AFn)st for the adjustable-
stabilizer ,_nd _ll-movable tails are, respectively, 21.8 per-
cent and 26 percent smeller tha_ the value obta__ned with the
mo<_,_fied f!xed-_=tsbi!izer tails. The magnitude of these
!,educt/oms In (_Fn) st obtained with the adjustable-
stabi!iz,_r snd all-movable tails as comp_ed with the fixed-
stabilizer teil also become gr,_ater ss the wing becomes
more stalled. Figure 5 indicsbes that for the fixed-
stabilizer tail the incr_aase in aspect ratio from 4.24
to 5.-_ with an aporopriste r,_duction in tail ares has
no effect on _,_AFn_st"
C OI{CLUS IONS
}_ m'_elysis made in order to compare a conventional
fix_d-stsbi!izer, an adjustable-stabilizer, and an all-
m_vab!e horizontal tail indicat,_d the following con-
c!usions :
I. The all-mo-Gabl,s and sdjustabl6-stabilizer
horizontal tails h,_ve a l_rge advantage over the con-
ventionsl fixed-stabilizer t_il in regard to tail-ar_a
requi;_ements. For a specified r,_mge of permissible
center-of-gravity positions, th{_ sll-mov_ble and adjustable-
stabilizer t_,ils permit reductio_s in tail ares of aoproxi-
mate!y 40 pGrcent, ss comp_red _vith the fix_d-stal, ili_er
teil.
2. A specified stetic margi_ can be m_intsined with
l_rgs reductions in horizontal-tail _rea by adjustments
_n tl_e center-of-gravity or wing positions, which are
feasible in the preliminary stages of design.
_. The comperlson of the longltudinsl-control
characteristics obtained with tho l_orizontsl tails, which
w_s made on th_ bssls of tail _reas th_,t correspond to
the s_a_._er_nge of permissible center-of-gravity positions
_nd on the basis of similar di_e-reoovery characteristics
for conditions below the wing stal]_ indicated the
fo llo_ving :
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(s) For the sCjust_ble-stebi!izer tail, the
required v_lue for the rate of change of hinge-
momen* coeffic_en_ with eTev_tor deflectS.on can be
obtefnsd with ar,prec_ably smzilel _ control b_l_nce
th_n would be required with the fixed-stabilizer
ta_i.
(b) The control forces required to effect a
three-ooir_t l_nding st mir.im_m_1 spe,_d will be sm_llost
with the _djustsble-st_.bi]izer t_il _nd will be
approximately the s_me with i_he fixed-stabilizer
and E_ll-movsble horizontal tails.
(c) The _ncresse ._n contrcl-force gradient in
a d_ve recovery, which r_sults from a part_sl-w_ng
stall, will be si_fic._ntly sm_ller with the all-
movable sr.d adjustable-stsbiliz.3r _ails th_n with
the convention_l flxe_-stabilizer tail.
_I. in the case of the fixed-stabilizer tail, sn
increase in aspect r_tio from ],.2!$ to 5.82 for s specified
range of _ermissi01e center-oi'-gr_vity positions permits
a r_duction in tail _r_a that varies from approximately i0
to 12. 5 percent. This increase in tail aspect ratio with
the appropriate red_octlon in t_il _rea will, in general,
have a slightly £avorabl_ eff_Jct on the longitudinal
c_ntro! ch_.rsctGristics below the win_z stall, _d wl]l
have no effect on the incre_:_se in the control-fcrc,_
gradient in e dive recovery du_ to the stell.
I,_gley Memorial Aerons_t_csl Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for A_r_ut_.cs
Langley Field, Vs.
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APPEND! X
_"m :, "_ '_ O_-_,b_I_A_IoN HINOE-M0_'_NT PAPAYETERS FOR
ALL-i_0VABLE TAIL WITII A TAB
>z_ _stimation of the hinge-moment para_meters Cha t
s_id Ch for an a!l-movsbl_ tail with a tab, may be
5e
obtained from the following approximate formulas:
Cha t at_ t (A1 )
where p is the dists_'_co measured back from the tail
aerodynamic center to th_ pivot of tho m_in surface.
For _ _ull-so_n tab
n
80_ _oftA_t 5e
For a partial-span t_b
jI _Cmt _ 5ft _ 0 /6at _ _: '_'dH 5e "lJ<_)° _t
Zt
(A3)
where J and E' are furctions of the span and location
of the tab sald of the tail. t_per ratio. Values for J
and E v ars given in references 5 and 7, respectively.
li the pivot is located st the aerod_mamic center,
Cha t = 0 and
¢. 6cmt _ 6f t (-_\"6)
Chee = L'k ft/c;
't
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_._q,_tJons (AI.) to (._L) _6 based on strip theory
_nd neglect a small increment in hinge momenb, which is
transmitted by the tsb to t,ha fuselage instead of bo the
c on br o! co lu:_,
C O._TFID_$TI AL
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TABLE I " BASIC DATA FOR SUBJECT AIRPLANE
BoPlzont el tall
Fixed atebillseP
Fixed at*bilL|or
Adjustable stabtlisoP
All lovable
Slncludes offee_ of _sb,
TABLE II - _J_IC AERODYNAMIC AND DE31GN DATA FOR HORIZONTAL TAILS
[_ 't O'" 1• o._ _- •
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(f¢} (it} (f
Ate_
a._
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o85_t _a_qt
_ U_t
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6°Jinx ilmtx l ;itde8) 7(deg) (cog) [ (_e:
-25 2.0 I 0.'_655 I 0.59
-25 2.0 I ._ pTa0 l .59
-_5 -15.6 [ .,,72o .k7
-21_ 0 I ., _720 al. O_
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Fixed
ateblll$_
(o_i_Inai.
Fixed
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(modified;
Fixed
• tabilicar _6,1 [ .00_
_.(A t = 5.82) --, __
AdJuftabls i
a_,bizlz_p i aa,6 [..o_a
/
All m_vable I 20,8 I -.070
TABLE III " IIUIB)BY OF RESULTS FOR £IIPLAI_ IlT_ OBIGIMAL RANOE
OF PERMISSIBLE CE_TER-0F-0RAVITY POSITIONS
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_._. I 0 o .o.o_7ol _.S .ooos,,_j9o.0 7.5S z.a). -o.oo95oa6.8 zo.b,
I[o0.....oo ,i ooo   j::,o
t Suig_ble [ locat_l
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Fi6ure i.- Position of various points along longitudinal axis
of airplane. Distances measured in fractions of cw.
NACA ACR No. L5H04 Fig. 2
0
Figure 2.- Variation with horizontal-tail area o£ permissible
center-of-@ravity positions for flxed-stabilizar, adjustable-
stabilizer, and all-movable herizontal tails.
Fig. 3a,b NACA ACE No. L5H04
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(b) Required. movements of center-of-@rav£ty or wing position.
Figure ,3.- Movemente of eenter-of-g_ravlty or wln_ position required to maintain
original static margin with changes in horizontal-tail area associated with
three types of tail. Equivalent area of tails in each case gives same per-
missible range of center-of-_ravlty posltlon ae obtained with flxed-etabillzer
tail (A t = 5.82).
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Figure 4.- Plan view of selected fighter airplane with reduced
horlzontal-tall area obtained by use of all-movable tail.
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